
The Absolute and the Relational Theories of Space and •rime 

1. ·rhe Absolute Theory of Space and Time ; 

The absolute theory of time is intimately connected with 

the absolute theory of space, which is to be found first, in 

1 clear terms, in Newton's conception of space and time. In 

Newton • s theory space and time are real indepe~dent entities; 

each of them constitutes a continuum such that any one part of 

that continuum is indistinguishab~e from any such other part. 

The different parts of space and time are due to the things 

that occupy place and. the events. that happen at moments; they 

are not due to space apd time themselves. 

Both space and time are absolutely immutable and 

homogeneous. · The basic attributes of space and time follow 1 

from their h01rogenei ty : "their irtde·pendence from physical 

contents, their uniformity, continuity and infinity. As 
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space is independent of rnatter, time is also independent in 

regard to the concrete c.'langes that take place in it. 'I'his 

has been explicitly formulated by Newton in the following 

sentences : 

11 Absolute, true and mathematical >cime of 
itself and by its ·own nature flows 
uniformly, without regard to anything 
external. It is called duration. 
Relative, apparent and vu.lgax- time is 
sane sensible and external measure of 
absolute time (duration), estimated by 
the motions of bodies ••• , and is 
c~m~nly .ll.s.~d .i~stead of true time, 2 such as· an hour, a day, a month a week 11 

• 

According to this theory time flows irrespective of 

the events or changes occurring or not in it. Only in a 

contingent way it is filled in by changes; but in its own 

nature, it is empty. The uniformity of time may be more 

clearly designated as uniform fluidity or duration. As 

space does not imply matter, time also does not imply 

motion or changes. Accprding to Russell 3 , just as matter 

occupies or fills portions of space, so motion or changes 

fill portions of time. Just as space is a container of 

matter, so time is a receptacle of all changes. It is only 

because of time • s independence fJ;om change, Russell says, 

that we can speak of different moments of duration even 

when no actual changes seem to occur: as for instance, when 

a body retains its position unchanged through time or when 



a psychological state persists through a certain interval 

of time. 

This conc;:eption has been exquisitely expressed in the 

foll.owing sentences : 

II whether things ru.n or st al""ld still, 
whether, we sleep or wake, time flows in 
its even tenor. Imagine all the stars 
to have remained fixed from their birth, 
nothing wo.J.ld have lost to time e •• u4. 

It should be pointed out that this kind of conception 

with regard to space and time was not natural to the 

ancient Greek thinkers. The notion of a void appears in 

Greek thought as a substitute for the idea of space. But 
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it means simply the intervals between the bodies. Aristotle 

does not offer any theory of space except his discussions on 

spatial magnitudes that are potentially divisible 

ad j_n:finitum. In Aristotle • s Phzsics5 we find the concept 

of •place•, by which Aristotle means the inner boundary of 

the first unmoved body that contains it; the universe is 

conceived as the sum total of bodies, and there is nothing 

outside the universe; so, while everything in the universe 

is in place, the universe is not. 

Time, according to Aristotle, is the measure of 

motion in respect of •before• and •after•; temporal intervals 

are said to be potentially divisi;ble ad infinitum and 
-~----
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pot~ntially extendable ad infinitum. 

Aristotle's argument for the limit of the universe is 

utterly unconvincing to the absolutists. This reminds us 

5 of an a~cient question put forward by Lucretius : whether 

'+~ ..... was not possible to shoot an a.r;row beyond the boundary 

I 
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of space. This question expresses our irresistible tendency 

to regard every limit in spaae as provisional. This very 

tendency is embodied in ·the Second Postulate of Euclid, 

according ·to which any straight line can be extended beyond 

its extremities. 

The homogeneity of space involves that there cannot be 

any previledged class of points constituting the boundary 

of space. _Similarly, if time is homogeneous no moment can 

have a previledged character; this mean·s that there can be 

no first or last mQnent - every moment or instant must 

have its ancestors and successors. 

The mathematical continuit¥ of time follov.rs with equal 

logical force frc:rn its hamogeneity. No matter how narrow a 

temporal interval may be, time must flow within it, or 

otherwise the temporal interval would st.and still. In such 

an interval there would be no possibility of distinguishing 

successive instants. Such a durationless atom of time 

would then be non-temporal. The mathematical CO.."'ltinuity of 

time is thus another .. name of its divisibility, that has no 

limit as long as we deal \'lith a finite temporal series; the 
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only true indivisibility belongs to a durationless instant. 

Space is also infinitely divisible. To say that certain 

spatial intervals are indivisible is to mean that i·c is 

impossible to find within them any juxtaposed parts. Such 

indi.visib~e .. spatial. :[ntervals ar·e, on this thesis, devoid of 

spatiality. 

According to the absolute theory, the spatial and 
I 

temporal intervals are relative. Just a9 we measure spatial 

magnitudes by the size of our measuring instrument~ so we 

estimate temporal intervals by ccmpar.:i,.ng them with our .. 
7' 'specious present' • The term • specious present • indicates 

that what we call •now• is only a spurious present, since 

the only true present is a mat0ematical _durationless 

instant; all the instants prior to this are called past and 

all that follow it are. future. 

In the realistic philosophy of Samuel Alexander8 an 

attempt has been made to correlate time with space so as to· 

put both of them in a space-time continuum. This packaged 

concept of Space-Time is, according to Alexander, the 

absolute and ultimate stuff which things ar~ made of. 

Space and time are not separate and independent. They are 

interdependent, so ~hat there is neither space without time, 

nor time without space.. Space-Time as a single vast entity 

is the substratum of all that is. Here 'is' means existent. -
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Bound together by motion, space and· time may, however, be 

quite empty of historical events, beings or objects. 

Alexander sought to cc:mbine realism with the philosophy of 

evolution. space-'I'ime, he says, is the ultimate stuff of 

reality and the source of evolut.ion. 

In Indian philosophy K8lavada means the doctrine which 

identifies the Absolute with Time; it is also the opinion 

of those philosophers who hold time to be a real substance. 

The first conscious reflection on time as 'the Supreme 

Ontological Bei.mg and cosmic }?ower is to be found in the 

Atharvaveda9 • In Indian mythology Time is the 'symbol of 

Life and Death. In philosophy this has been reduced to the 

conception of time as the general cause determi.ming the 

origination, duration and destruction of all contingent 

beings. But with the development ·Of the Upani~adic thought 

there was an emphasis on permanence and eternity. As a 

consequence, time, chahge and causation were degraded to the 

status of derivative realities. The Upani::jadic tendency 

might have in."flU:eh.ced even the reaiistic thinkers of the 

different systems of. Indian philosophy, who also conceived 

reai time statically' rather than dynamically. 

I V . / . k -~~t lO K -d th ' n aJ.se:;>~ a-;:;~.~. ra a.I}a a says at T~me is an 

eternal, unique, all-pervading r.eal sUbstance. It is one 

of the nine padarthas side by side with ether, space, mind, 

soul etc. It is the static background against which events 



happen. Time has no specific physical quality; it is 

imperceptible. 

But how is time known ? The Vai~sika answers that . 
(i) Time. is .. known by .means ef inference. 'The notions of 
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priority, posteriority, simu~taneity, succession, quickness 

and slowness are said to be the grounds for inferring the 

existence of Time. We .cannot have any doubt about the 

real·ity of the"' above-mentioned noti'ons. And these are not 

found to be associated with other substances, namely earth,· 

water, air etc. So·ti1e···substance to which these notions are 

attributed must be Time or K~a11 • 

The Vais'esika here infers the existence of time from • 
the notions of priority and posteriority, though these 

notions themselves are understood with reference to time. 

so it might appear that the Vaise~ika is arguing in a circle. 

In order to avoid this criticism, they explain these notions 

with reference to the revolutions of the sun12 • The 

"' Vaisesika has thoroughly discussed the necessity for the 

assumption of a ubiquitous substance, through which solar 

motions may be related to any individual. If, for example, 

A is said to be prior to B, that means that A has experienced 

a larger number of solar motions than B is known to have. 

But we all know that the motion of the sun inheres in the 

sun. So neither A nor B can be connected with solar. 

motion through the relation of inherence. A and B are 
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widely separated from the revolving sun, so there cannot be 

a relation of conjunction betw$en them.· -Hence, A and B, 

or for that matter, any individual or event must be connected 

with solar motion through something else. That something is 

Time. d • k ' k - 13 ·rhis relation is calle samyu ta-sam-yy. ta-samavaya • 

"" Thus, the Vaise7ika says, though we do not have direct 

intuition of time, we know its existence by means of 

inference. This was suggested by Vacaspati who was supported 

later on by Udayana and other Vais'e:;;ika thinkers. But 
/-

Sridhara suggested a different way of proving the existence 

of time. Time can be inferred, he says, as the cause of 

the notions of priority, posteriority etc. In our daily life 

we use these words that express time-relations between 

objects and events. If there ~ere no reality corresponding 

to these words and expressions, it would not be possible for 

us to understand these words. So time must be postulated 

as a necessary correlate of temporal concepts and temporal 

. 14 
express~ons 

This point reminds us· of the modern controversy between 

the tensed theory and the tenseless theory of time, which 

will be discussed in a later chapter. Srldhara• s idea seems 

to suggest the existeBce of tensed facts that can only 

validate our tensed utterances. However, according to the 
/ 

Vaise:;;ikas, Time being an all-pervasive objective substance, 

the temporal concepts are common to all people. 
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(ii) The existence of the Time-SUbstance is also 

inferred from the fact of changeabil~ty ~d impermanence of 

contingent products. For every change in this world there 

are some specific as well as general causes. Time is said 

to be the general cause or nimitta kara~a for the origina

tion, extinction and endurance of these contingent things 

j anyanain j anakah kaJ.ah
15

• 

But the question arises : Time is said to be one and 

indivisible. But we speak· of .three times --- past, present 

and futur~. We also make distinctions between moments, 

hours, days, years etc. How are these empirical divisions 

of time intE!lligib+e . . '1 What. iq t;:he ontological status of 

these divisions ? 

The vaifesika replies that these divisions are not 
' 

integral to Real Time. Time is essentially independent of 

all events happening in it. The distinctions of Time are 

due to its association with limiting adjuncts - janyamatram 

Just as the one, unique space is divided by 

pots, etc., apparently, Time is also differentiated into 

smaller and greater parts only apparently. 
I' 

'rhe Vaise~ika 

thus distinguishes between Mahakala or Paramarthika ~ 

and Ksanakala or Vyavaharika Kala. It appears that these 

realist philosophers distinguish between transcendental time 

and empirical time. But time is something objective and 

substantial in this system, not merely a subjective £or.m o£· 
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intuition as in Kant's philosophy. For Kant time is 
/ 

transcenden:tal.ly ideal. But acG.:ording .t_<? the Vaise~ika 

these empirical divisions of time are unreal with reference 

to Real cosmic Time. This conception seems to be inconsis

t_ent with their realistic philosophy. 

According to Dinakara1 7 , however, 'r;i.me is one; the 

divisions of t.:\-m€;! _ in.t;q ·mcmen.ts, days, y~ars etc. do not 

i 

signify different times. These different temporal divisions 

in our ordinary discourse represent different proportions of 

temporality --- kinciddharmavi£i~tasya ksanatvam 

kinciddharmavi;i~tasya· dinatvam etc. 

Dinakara•s commentary appears to be more logical from 

the absolutist stand-point of the Nyaya-Vai£e~ika philosophy 

- , 
of time. With other Nyaya-Vaise~ika thinkers, Dinakara 

asserts the existence of a unique, indivisDJle.absolute,real 

Time of infinite magnitude. As an absolutist he could 

assert neither the existence of different times, nor any 

real division or parts in tlme; nor could he lo.]ically 

maintain any distinction between transcendental time and 

empirical time of the Kantia..'l type. So he admits that Time 

is apprehended by us, as finite beings, in different propor

tions in differen-t contexts. scme proportions of temporality 

are thus apprehended by us as manentary i.e. ksanat'vam. . - . 
These are called mcxnents. In the same manner, hours,. days, 

years etc. represent different proportions of the infinite 

magnitude of Time. 
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However, all Indian thinkers were not ka.lavad..:h:l. The 

samkhya philosophers refuse to admit th~. re<Uity of time as 

a separate entity. According to, them the idea of an. infinite, 

all-pervasive time is a construction of imagination -

buddhinirmana. That is to say, this idea does not . 
correspond to anything in reality. The S~khya philosophers 

admit that the very structure of our language is embedded 

with time and tenses. It i& impossible to give up tenses 

and temporal predicates. Without the words like 'past•, 

'present•, 'future•, •simultaneous• and •successive•, it is 

impossible to describe and communicate our ideas. All 

these signify that temporal di~tinctions are rooted in our 

basic modes of thinking. 

The question arises : do not these temporal words and 

expressions implicit~y refer to some real distinction ~n 

time itself ? And if •time• does not stand for any real 

entity, why and how temporal discrimination arise in our 

thought at all ? 

The Samkhya philosophers18 ·contend that the ideas of 

time and temporal characteristics arise from the awareness 

of finitude and limitation of actions and events. Whatever 

has a beginning and an end may be said to be finite and 

limi:ted. Tin:~~. ,is the means of conc.eiving' such limited 

exist.ence and persistence o£ events. Thus acc0rding to the. 

Samkhya philosophers the· concept o£ time as an eternal 
. . ' 
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infinite,absolute substance ca~not have ultimate validity. 

'l'he samkhya and the Y<Y,Ja are not two independent philo-

sophies. But the Yoga conception of time is very close to 

the Buddhist ksana-bhangavada. Time, according. to the Yoga, . . 
is something that flows or passes away. The Yoga rejects 

not only the idea of an absolute infinite time but also the 

reality of the concepts of ftnite durations, such as minutes, 

hours, days and years etc. Against the idea of an absolute 

Time, the Yoga posits the conception of a mc:rnentary atc:rnic 

time. A manent is said to be the minutest division of time, 

b ' h . . 19 the time taken y a mov1.ng atcm t"o reac a new pos1.t1.on 

It might be contended that, if as an infinite magnitude 

time is unreal and fictitious, how can one speak meaningfully 

of an infinites,imal part of it ? The Yoga would reply that, 

if the mc:rnent is defined or explained in terms of infinite 

time, it will appear equally unreal. The moment is not the 

microcosmic part of durc;ttion. It is the mc:rnent, that is 

basic and primary, while duration is a construction. The 

mcment is ultimate, irreducible, subtle, and therefore, 

indefinable. Moments exist one after another; this order is 

called succession. By succession th'e Yoga means the 

relation of priority and posteriority or order of moments. 

Each moment is real time, but the mement does not possess 

succession as its constituent. Succession, in the Yoga 

philosophy, is conceptual. Only oqe moment exists, which 
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is the present; .. P~st and future moments .do not exist. The 

present moment is known by activity and cha..'"lge. Time, .in the 

Yoga conception, i,s,, .tne.+~for.e, intimately connected with 

20 change • 

The Yoga do not explicitly i¢l.~ntify time V{ith change, 

whereas for the Sarnkhya time is nothing apart from change and 

activity. For both Samkhya an~ Yoga time is a modification 

of the elements of 1 sattv~-raj as-t amas 1 of the undifferen-

tiated Prakrti. 
~ 

In the Yoga conception, time is essentially atomic, and 

is accessible to yogic experience. The entire universe, 

according to the Yoga, undergoes change in the single atomic 

moment. And only in yogic intuition this entire universe 

can be known in one moment. Such a view seems to advocate 

an absolute atomistic conception of time. 

2. The Relational Theory of 'l'ime : 

The relational theory of space and time is very old 

dating back as far as the ancia~t Greeks. In • • 1 21 Le~bn~z s · 

philosophy, however, we find a clearer and fuller version of 

this view. But long before Leibniz we find Giordano Bruno 

quoting Lucretius22 , II Time is nothirig by itself''. It is 

also a very significant fact that Spinoza, a contemporary of 
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Newton, refused to recO',Jnize time as an attribute of the 

ultimate reality. It is also to add that doubts concerning 

the ontological status of both space and time were raised 

mainly by idealistic philosophers and philosophically minded 

scientists. 

According to Leibhiz, space is an order of coexi'stences 

aad time is an order of successions; space and time, outside 

the w·orJ:d, are· 'imaginary and ideal things. Space and time, 

Leibni·z says, are those wherein the mind conceives the 

application of r'elatfons~· ·space· is vrhat ccmprehends all 

places~and similarly for time. Against the Newtonian concep

tion that spatial and temporal distinctions are due to the 

things that occupy places and the events that happen at 

moments, Leibniz argues that where no distinction exists, 

there is no way of making a distinction. 'Ihis'is the 

application of the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles. 

Then with his most favourite, the Principle of SUfficient 

Reason, Leibniz argues that God would have no sufficient 

reason for putting things at one place or in one order than 

another, or for creating things at one time rather than 

another. In other words, since there is no way of determin

ing one place or moment as distinct from others apart frorn 

what occupies these places and times, the,re is no sense in 

speaking of one part of space or time rather than another. 

Against Descartes, Leibniz argues that the essence of 

matter is not extension, but vis viva or active force. 'It1e 
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only ultimate realities are individual substances, that is~· 

the metaphysical points endoYJed with vis. ,y,iva, and minds. 

Nothing else has ultimate reality. It is clear· then that 

space and time are not ultimate· real~tie~ as they are· in the 

Newtonian conception~ nor are th~y infinite substances. 

' 
Bodies and movements of bodies ,are not real existences, but 

ideal existences, created by imagination. Space and: time 

are themselves even further Eemoved· from real e~istence. 

For, motions of bodies in space and changes in time can only 

be significant i£ there is empty space and empty time. But, 

as it has been held by r..;eibniz, the notion of empty space 

and empty time is a vulgar err'Or. · 

But if space and time are 0rde~s of relations, what 

is it that is related by these relations ? On the relation-

al view, spatiality consists in· relations between elements. 

But if these elements themselves are spatial, the same 

argument must apply to th.~; the. only w.ay to stop this 

infinite regr~s~ .is to suppose th~t. ,the .ooj ects related by 

spatial relations are themselves non-spatial. It is perhaps. 

this. prcblem that .led Leibn.iz to. construct a physical world 

out of non-extended spiritual atoms named 11monads 11 • But 

, that in turn led to the suggestion that space ap.d time must 

be merely ideal. 

Thus the suggestion that space'and time must consist 

simply of relations does lead to the prOblem about what is 
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so related. It is this kind of conception that inspired 

Bradley23 to introduce a piece of Hegelian dialectic, and 

declare space and time to be mere appearances. 

Bradley, however, refuted both the absolute and 

relational theories ot space and time. Against relationists 

he argued that space and. time cannot be mere relations; 

against abso.L\lt.ists he argued that space and time are mere 

relations. According to the absolute theory, space and tim~ 

are infinitely diviqible: but at any stage of this division 

there must he parts that are spatially or temporally related 

to other parts. As Bradley says, 

11 The terms are essential to the relation, 
and the terms do not exist. .Searching 
without end we never find anything .more 
than relations ••• space is essentially 
a relation of what vanishes into 
relations 11 24. 

Bradley, in his dialectic intended to show that , 
dilemmas are inherent in the very nature of our thoughts of 

space and time, and, therefore, they are unreal. 
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